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DESCRIPTION

Abraham Lincoln, autograph five-line signed referral:

Surgeon Gen-
eral.. Appt.
Submitted
to Sec. of
War.

A. Lincoln,
July 25, 1864.

Boldly and clearly written by Lincoln on white envelope addressed 
to “His Excellency, President Lincoln, Washington,” purple seven-line 
Lincoln-Johnson 1864 Campaign corner card in frame at upper left,
“Key Note -- ‘UNION & LIBERTY’”, “UNION PARTY PLATFORM” text
on all four backflaps, Lyon & Whittemore imprint on bottom flap,
hand-delivered to the White House without entering the mails, neat
red docketing

PROVENANCE

Siegel Auction Galleries, 5/5/1995, Sale 766A, lot 1639, to William H.
Gross

CENSUS, LITERATURE AND EXHIBITION REFERENCES

Dr. James W. Milgram, Abraham Lincoln Illustrated Envelopes and Letter 
Paper 1860-1865, design AL-161

CERTIFICATION

Charles Hamilton (3/9/1995 letter of authentication)

CONDITION NOTES

Extremely Fine

HISTORY AND COMMENTARY

The Republican Party Changes its Name
On June 8, 1864, the Republican Party convened in 

Baltimore and unanimously nominated President Lincoln
for re-election, together with Andrew Johnson of Tennessee
for vice president. For the election, they created the National
Union Party, hoping to attract War Democrats. Technically,
Lincoln is the last candidate outside the Republican or Dem-
ocratic Party to win an election.
Soon after the nomination, the first of the Lincoln-John-

son campaign envelopes appeared. There are approximately
fifteen to twenty different recorded varieties of Lincoln-
Johnson 1864 election designs. The Lyons & Whittemore 
envelope offered here was published within weeks of the
convention and does not bear the candidates’ portraits, as
do later types. It has the “Union Party” name and platform
on the back.
At the time President Lincoln received this hand-deliv-

ered envelope and its contents, the Union army was mired
in a frustrating effort to gain momentum against the Con-
federates, while popular support for the war was faltering
under pressure from the Peace Democrats and their con-
stituency. The Democrats delayed their own convention until
August 1864, hoping that the summer events would help
their cause. However, the reverse proved true as Sherman’s
army seized Atlanta on the closing day of the Democratic
convention. By the November election, Lincoln was buoyed
by the war’s momentum in favor of the Union.
It is interesting to observe that Lincoln was careful to

write in the area clear of the corner card. The use of this
campaign envelope to deliver a request for an appointment
as Surgeon General shows a considerable degree of political
patronage. Whether or not it worked we do not know.
There is no record of this cover we can locate. It came to

our firm from William O. Bilden, a dealer from Edina, Min-
nesota, who quietly handled many outstanding covers and
collections during his career. Mr. Gross acquired it in our
Sale 766A, held on May 5, 1995 (lot 1639). ◼

LOT 58°

The only known Lincoln campaign cover actually signed by Abraham Lincoln—
it is difficult to imagine a more historic presidential campaign cover

ESTIMATE $10,000-15,000




